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ABSTRACT

should never side-effect a feature unless changing it is explicitly
known to be fine. Hence, the agent could simply execute the best
policy that leaves such features unchanged. However, no such policy might exist, and even if it does it might surprise the user as
unnecessarily costly/inefficient. Our focus is thus on how the agent
can selectively query the user about the acceptability of changing
features it hasn’t yet been told about. We reject simply querying
about every such feature, as this would be unbearably tedious to the
user, and instead put the burden on the agent to limit the number
and complexity of queries. In fact, in this paper we mostly focus on
finding a single query about a few features that maximally improves
upon the policy while maintaining safety.

As it achieves a goal on behalf of its human user, an autonomous
agent’s actions may have side effects that change features of its
environment in ways that negatively surprise its user. An agent that
can be trusted to operate safely should thus only change features
the user has explicitly permitted. We formalize this problem, and
develop a planning algorithm that avoids potentially negative side
effects given what the agent knows about (un)changeable features.
Further, we formulate a provably minimax-regret querying strategy
for the agent to selectively ask the user about features that it hasn’t
explicitly been told about. We empirically show how much faster
it is than a more exhaustive approach and how much better its
queries are than those found by the best known heuristic.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION

We consider a simulated robot gridworld-navigation domain inspired by [4] and depicted in Figure 1. The user tasks the agent with
turning off the switch as quickly as is safely possible. The quickest
path (π 1 ) traverses the carpet, but this gets the carpet dirty and the
agent doesn’t know if that is allowed. The agent could instead enter
the room through door d1 and spend time moving box b1 or b2 out
of the way (π2 or π3 respectively), open door d2, and then go to the
switch. However, boxes might contain fragile objects and should
not be moved; the user knows each box’s contents, but the agent
doesn’t. There are of course many other more circuitous paths.
We model the domain as a factored Markov Decision Process
(MDP) [5]. In our example, the agent knows that the user expects
it to change its location and the switch’s status. The agent does not
know, however, about whether it can safely change other features
like the states of boxes, doors, or carpets. Formally, we define the
state s to be features’ values for a set of features, {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ n }.
The state space S is the cross-product of the values the features can
take. We assume the agent knows the transition dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

We consider a setting where a human user tasks a computational
agent with achieving a goal to change some state features of the
world (e.g., a housecleaning agent should change the state of the
floors and kitchen sink from dirty to clean). While accomplishing
the goal, the agent also changes other features (e.g., its own position
and power level, opening doors, moving furniture, scaring the cat).
Some of these side-effects might be expected by the user (e.g., moving), but others may be unexpected/unsafe (e.g., leaving doors open
lets the cat escape) even though they may speed goal achievement.
Although the user tells the agent about some features that can be
changed, as well as some to not change (e.g., don’t knock over the
priceless vase), the user often lacks the time, patience, or foresight
to articulate the changeability of every pertinent feature, and may
incorrectly assume that the agent has commonsense (e.g., about cat
behavior and the value of vases).
How can the agent execute a safely-optimal policy in such a
setting? We conservatively assume that, to ensure safety, the agent
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Figure 1: The robot navigation domain. The dominating policies are shown as arrows.
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For the purposes of computing safely-optimal policies, the agent
partitions the features into the following sets: (1) ΦA
F : The free-features (i.e., freely changeable). The agent knows that these features can be changed freely (for example, its location). (2) ΦA
L : The
locked-features. The agent knows it should never change any of
these features. (3) ΦA
? : The unknown-features. These are features
that the agent doesn’t (initially) know whether the user considers
freely changeable or locked. The user similarly partitions features,
U
but only into the sets ΦU
L and ΦF . We assume that the agent’s knowledge, while generally incomplete (ΦA
? , ∅), is consistent with that
U and ΦA ⊆ ΦU .
of the user. That is, ΦA
⊆
Φ
F
L
F
L
Querying: We assume that the only way for the agent to figure
out that an unknown feature is in fact freely changeable is to ask
the user a query about that feature. Thus, the focus of the rest of
this paper is on how the agent can ask a good query about a small
number, k, of features.

3

We first define the post-response utility when the agent asks
query Φq and Φc ⊆ ΦA
? are actually changeable: u(Φq , Φc ) =
maxπ ∈Π A
V π . This is the value of the safely-optimal policy
Φ \(Φq ∩Φc )
?

after the user’s response. We then consider the circumstance where
a set of features Φc are changeable and under which the difference
between the utilities of asking Φq and Φq ′ is maximized. We call this
difference of utilities the pairwise maximum regret of queries
Φq and Φq ′ , defined in a similar way to Regan and Boutilier [15]:
PMR(Φq , Φq ′ ) = maxΦc ⊆ΦA (u(Φq ′ , Φc ) − u(Φq , Φc )). The maxi?
mum regret of query Φq is determined by the Φq ′ that maximizes
PMR(Φq , Φq ′ ): MR(Φq ) = maxΦq ′ ⊆Φr el , |Φq ′ |=k PMR(Φq , Φq ′ ). The

agent wants to ask minimax-regret (k-feature) query: ΦqM M R =
arg minΦq ⊆Φr el , |Φq |=k MR(Φq ).
Although we could compute the maximum regrets of all k-subsets
of relevant features and find the one has the minimax-regret, we can
avoid doing so by pruning the query space using dominance relations between queries, and by stopping search for queries when we
know we have found the optimal one. More details of the algorithm
and the evaluations below can be found in [18].
Empirical evaluations: We compare the following algorithms in
a robot navigation domain: (1) Brute force finds all relevant features
first and evaluates all k-subsets of the relevant features. (2) Our
algorithm. (3) A modified heuristic from the literature (CoA) [16].
(4) Other baseline methods: random queries and no queries. As expected, our algorithm always finds a minimax-regret query just as
the brute force algorithm does, but more efficiently than the brute
force algorithm which quickly becomes computationally intractable
with increased k. CoA is computationally even more efficient than
our algorithm, but it does not always find the minimax-regret query.
In particular, our algorithm’s benefits increase with more opportu
nities to be selective (larger |Φrkel | ). The baseline methods, though
the fastest, lead to considerably worse performance than either our
algorithm or CoA .

METHOD

Our solution is to first prune from ΦA
? features that are guaranteed to
not be relevant to ask, and then to efficiently find the best (minimaxregret) k-sized subset of the relevant features to query.
Querying Relevant Unknown-Features: Intuitively, when is a
feature in ΦA
? relevant to the agent’s planning of a safely-optimal
policy? In the navigation domain, if the agent plans to take the
quickest path to the switch (π 1 in Figure 1), it will change the state
of the carpet (from clean to dirty). The carpet feature is thus relevant
since the agent would change it if permitted. If the carpet can’t be
changed but the door d2 can, the agent would follow (in order of
preference) policy π2 , π3 , or π 4 , so d2, b1, and b2 are relevant. Box
b3 and door d3 are irrelevant, however, since no matter which (if
any) other features are free, an optimal policy would never change
them. Thus, an unknown feature is relevant when under some circumstance (some answer to some query) the agent’s optimal policy
would side-effect that feature. Such policies are dominating policies.
Formally, a dominating policy is a safely-optimal policy for the
circumstance where the unknown features ΦA
? are partitioned into
locked and free subsets. The features changed by any dominating
policy are called relevant features, denoted by Φr el .
Following Altman [2], we can use linear programming to find
the optimal policy that does not change ΦL or Φ? . Instead of finding
the dominating policies for all exponentially (in |ΦA
? |) many subsets
Φ ⊆ ΦA
,
we
contribute
an
algorithm
that
finds
dominating
policies
?
incrementally (and in practice more efficiently) by constructing the
sets of relevant features and dominating policies simultaneously.
Initially, let Φr′ el = ∅. In each iteration, it examines a new subset of
Φr′ el , Φ, and finds the safely-optimal policy π with Φ being locked
(and Φr′ el \ Φ being free). It then adds the features changed by π
to Φr′ el . It repeats this process until Φr′ el stops growing and all
subsets of Φr′ el are examined. When it terminates, Φr′ el is the set
of relevant features.
Finding minimax-regret queries: The agent need only query
the user about relevant features, but could further reduce the user’s
burden by being selective about which relevant features it asks.
We allow the agent to pose a k-feature query, Φq (Φq ⊆ Φr el and
|Φq | = k), which asks about the changeabilities of features in Φq .

4

RELATED WORK & CONCLUSION

Amodei et al. [4] address the problem of avoiding negative sideeffects by penalizing all side-effects while optimizing the value. We
instead allow the agent to communicate with the user. In other
works, safety is formulated as resolving reward uncertainty [3, 7],
handling imperfectly-specified instructions [11], learning safe state
distributions [9], and safe exploration [1, 8, 12]. Other works can
be found in related surveys [4, 6, 10]. Minimax-regret is also used
in other model uncertainty settings [13, 15]. Querying is a common
approach to resolve such uncertainty [14, 17]. Our query selection
strategy differs in that we deal with incomplete knowledge on
feature-changeability.
In summary, we addressed the problem of an agent selectively
querying a user about what features can be safely side-effected. We
borrowed existing ideas from the literature about dominating policies and minimax regret, wove them together in a novel way, and
injected tweaks into the resulting algorithms to improve scalability
while maintaining safe optimality.
Acknowledgements: Supported in part by the US Air Force Office
of Scientific Research, under grant FA9550-15-1-0039.
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